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Events and news
●

04.11.2018. Kateryna Handzyuk, the Advisor to the Mayor of Kherson, died in
Kyiv, as a result of acid having been thrown over her
● 05.11.2018. British Salic UK Ltd. and Mriya Farming PLC completed the
purchase and sale procedure for most agricultural assets of the “Mriya”
group
● 09.11.2018. The co-head of the “Opposition Bloc” faction in the Parliament
and leader of the “For Life” party signed an agreement on cooperation
● 11.11.2018. Elections of “people's councils” and “leaders” of the DPR and
LPR unrecognized republics took place in the occupied territories of
the Donbas

Trends and Forecasts
●

Attacks on public activists as a factor of destabilization of the domestic
political situation in Ukraine
November 4, 2018, Kherson activist, Advisor to the Mayor of Kherson, Kateryna Handzyuk, died in
one of Kyiv hospitals. July 31, in Kherson, acid was thrown over her, resulting in chemical burns of
40 % of K. Handzyuk's body. These events are a continuation of a steady trend. According to
human rights organizations, since the beginning of 2017, there have been at least 55 attacks on
representatives of the “third sector”, more than 40 of them within the last 12 months…

●

Deterioration of the Ukrainian-Hungarian relations as a factor of interfering
with Ukraine's European and Euro-Atlantic integration
Budapest is resisting Kyiv's attempts to resolve the problem with the Hungarian community in TransCarpathian region, in particular, the issue of teaching Ukrainian in Hungarian schools. In turn, Kyiv is
concerned about the practice of Hungarian passports being given to Hungarians — citizens of
Ukraine and the creation of the post of an authorized representative of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of Hungary for Trans-Carpathian region. As a member of the EU and NATO, Budapest tries to use
its veto power for threats in order to make Kyiv go to concessions…

“Borysfen Intel”’s News
● Meeting with Chairman of the Ukrainian-Austrian Association Alfred Praus
● The Chairman of the International Association of Investigators & Anti-crisis
Experts Ihor Tsminskyi visiting “Borysfen Intel”
● Subscribe for “BINTEL” Geopolitical Analytics Journal for 2019

